
Five famous DJs are scheduled to perform at an electronic music festival. Determine the stage on which each DJ will be

playing.

Shirt: green, orange, pink, purple, white

Nationality: Dutch, Ecuadorian, Italian, Ukrainian,

Venezuelan

Genre: dubstep, EDM, house, techno, trance

Stage: In�nity, Pulse, Valhalla, Warp, Yellow

Hobby: hiking, sailing, tennis, woodworking, yoga

Age: 26 years, 28 years, 32 years, 34 years, 36 years

The 32-years-old DJ participates in a hobby that can be

done in water.

Immediately following the Techno DJ, you'll �nd the DJ

who will play at the In�nity stage.

The oldest DJ is immediately after the DJ wearing the

Purple shirt.

The DJ who enjoys Hiking is positioned somewhere to

the right of the DJ in the White shirt.

The DJ in the Orange shirt is also known for his Techno

genre.

The DJ who's 28 years old is located at one end.

The 26-year-old DJ plays Techno.

The 32-year-old DJ is positioned at one of the ends.

The House DJ is scheduled to play on the Yellow stage.

The DJ wearing the Pink shirt is somewhere to the left

of the Venezuelan DJ.

The DJ wearing the Pink shirt comes just before the DJ

who plays Dubstep.

The DJ in the Purple shirt enjoys playing Tennis in his

spare time.

Yoga is a favorite hobby of the Ukrainian DJ.

The DJ who practices Yoga is positioned to the right of

the DJ wearing the White shirt.

The Ukrainian DJ is responsible for bringing the beats

at the Valhalla stage.

The youngest DJ is sitting next to someone whose

hobby can be done in the forest.

The DJ who plays EDM will take the crowd by storm on

the Pulse stage.

Right next to the youngest DJ, you'll �nd the DJ

performing at the Pulse stage.

The Trance DJ will also be performing at the In�nity

stage.

The Dutch DJ can be found at the Yellow stage.

The DJ who's 34 years old �nds himself next to the DJ

playing at the Warp stage.

The Italian DJ is seated next to the DJ set to play at the

Yellow stage.
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Five famous DJs are scheduled to perform at an electronic music festival. Determine the stage on which each DJ will be

playing.

Shirt: green, orange, pink, purple, white

Nationality: Dutch, Ecuadorian, Italian, Ukrainian,

Venezuelan

Genre: dubstep, EDM, house, techno, trance

Stage: In�nity, Pulse, Valhalla, Warp, Yellow

Hobby: hiking, sailing, tennis, woodworking, yoga

Age: 26 years, 28 years, 32 years, 34 years, 36 years

The 32-years-old DJ participates in a hobby that can be

done in water.

Immediately following the Techno DJ, you'll �nd the DJ

who will play at the In�nity stage.

The oldest DJ is immediately after the DJ wearing the

Purple shirt.

The DJ who enjoys Hiking is positioned somewhere to

the right of the DJ in the White shirt.

The DJ in the Orange shirt is also known for his Techno

genre.

The DJ who's 28 years old is located at one end.

The 26-year-old DJ plays Techno.

The 32-year-old DJ is positioned at one of the ends.

The House DJ is scheduled to play on the Yellow stage.

The DJ wearing the Pink shirt is somewhere to the left

of the Venezuelan DJ.

The DJ wearing the Pink shirt comes just before the DJ

who plays Dubstep.

The DJ in the Purple shirt enjoys playing Tennis in his

spare time.

Yoga is a favorite hobby of the Ukrainian DJ.

The DJ who practices Yoga is positioned to the right of

the DJ wearing the White shirt.

The Ukrainian DJ is responsible for bringing the beats

at the Valhalla stage.

The youngest DJ is sitting next to someone whose

hobby can be done in the forest.

The DJ who plays EDM will take the crowd by storm on

the Pulse stage.

Right next to the youngest DJ, you'll �nd the DJ

performing at the Pulse stage.

The Trance DJ will also be performing at the In�nity

stage.

The Dutch DJ can be found at the Yellow stage.

The DJ who's 34 years old �nds himself next to the DJ

playing at the Warp stage.

The Italian DJ is seated next to the DJ set to play at the

Yellow stage.
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DJ #1 DJ #2 DJ #3 DJ #4 DJ #5

Shirt purp�� whi�� orange pink gr��n

Nationality Dutch It��ian Ukrainian Ecuadorian Ve��z��lan

Genre hou�� EDM ��chno trance dubs��p

Stage Ye��ow P���� V��h��la In��nity Warp

Hobby ��nnis woodworking yoga hiking sa��ing

Age 28 years 36 years 26 years 34 years 32 years
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